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About This Game

Join Pupuru, a hard working student, on a delectable roguelike adventure filled with excitement, humour, thrills and all the curry
you can eat as you quest to save your favourite local curry restaurant from being swallowed up by the big bad curry chain that's

moved into town!

Take part in a meaty dungeon-crawling quest to discover four ultimate ingredients needed to make the "Legendary Magic
Curry"! Explore dungeons that change shape each time you visit them, battle crazy creatures, collect items and cook up a curry

to boost your characters! Can you save the town of Smile Curry, or will you never again eat your favourite spicy dish?!

· Quest for Curry - Arm yourself, stock up on Skills and then venture forth into the many dungeons, filled with weird and
wonderful monsters, handy items and - of course - the freshest curry ingredients!

· Share your curry with "friends" - A strange quest needs a strange group of companions! Share your food with your gluttonous
but brave friend, Kuu, to power him up, hang out with Puni, servant of the Great Curry God and ignore the attentions of

Gigidos, the ever-so-slightly creepy Dark Lord of the Netherworld.

· Behold, the Power of Curry! – Create delicious curry dishes from the ingredients you find in the ever-changing dungeons to
boost your stats, or throw your cooking failures at your enemies to nerf their abilities!
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Title: Sorcery Saga: Curse of the Great Curry God
Genre: Adventure, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
Idea Factory
Publisher:
Ghostlight LTD
Release Date: 4 Jun, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or later

Processor: 2.13GHz Intel Core2 Duo or equivalent

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 11 compatible graphics card

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: XAudio2 compatible sound card

English,Japanese
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I feel cheated. I wanted OST, got something that is not the OST of the original game. I won't comment on the "quality", since I
feel cheated by this product, so I have a rather negative outlook.. Its short, and i mean SHORT ... like 4 minutes.

Even 80 cent is too much imo.

3 Achievments, 2 easy ones - one "random" last achievment is entierly random if you get it or not.

There is nothing to do, all you do is click a few times and you are done. Thats all there is, get it only if you want to go random
on the last achiev and on asale.. It's a simple connect-3 game. There is no real depth to the actual "sticker book" it's mostly a
linear progression. Wish there was a menu button while at the sticker book itself, you have to start a match to exit the game
which seems like an oversight. It appears e-FunSoft Games have a few connect-3 games and they're pretty much re-skins of
each other, but good at what they are.. How to make this game 10 times better:

1. Go to Settings\/Audio.

2. Set both the Status and Reward Announcers to UT2003.

3. Enjoy the ham.. Only played for 4 hours before I succumbed to the urge to write a review:

Yes, the player character is really as naive as all the bad reviews had described her to be. Even after choosing an answer
to another character's question that was more practical, she still had an inner monologue that was so idealistic, that I
grew frustrated that the game makers didn't design the game in such a way that the player character could be influenced
from the player's choice.

FYI, I still recommend the game because despite the heavy ranting below, it isn't actually too bad. An extremely naive
heroine, yes, but the worldbuilding itself is quite impressive so far and a huge diversity of the character personalities is
present. Not everyone is nice, and just because you're nice doesn't mean that others will be. That's sort of the take-away
message I got from this game. so yeah, prepare yourselves with my description below if you don't mind being spoiled
and you'll hopefully be more warned about the MC and feel not as frustrated as I did when I first played without the true
image of MC in mind

The plot so far is rather weird. Firstly, one of the ways to get on another character's route was designed in such a way
that felt contradictory to what I felt Cyrus would have done. Even the name of the route itself is so telling.

Spoilers beyond this point:(it's just a rant honestly, to summarise: Player character's actions were pretty darn weird, and
that's saying sth since there was another review with blackened-out spoilers about a scenario with the same gripe about
her OOCness)
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-It is called the prisoner's route. Like, she had to reject the only job offer she got to trigger this. Like, um, okay, wtf? I
felt that it was so OOC because she should have taken it because theoretically, wouldn't she be feelin' all noble and all
and not wanting to live on charity any longer? Hell, two of the choices the player makes is related to this charity
theme.(reference:offer to stay with merlot and the waterskin offer by Ulrik) Sure, the reasoning was that she wanted to
stay close to the Heights, but hell Ulrik got in the Sanctuary somehow, can't he bring her back again? And so far, the
only information she got about returning was that IT NEVER HAPPENS. As a former Heights resident, wouldn't she
also hear about returnees from the Depths while she was still up there? It should have been juicy gossip, especially if it
has been made a secret that only politicians would know because they're the government. And either way, seriously,
staying in an area ruled by someone cruel who also has not only absolute authority but a burning passion to see you
suffer is kinda.....a weird decision to make, considering that she might be able to find out more about returning to the
Heights OUTSIDE THE SANCTUARY since obviously everyone is monitored inside and it'll be harder to actually
discuss♥♥♥♥♥♥like that, that woulda been considered High Treason enough in the court of "King" Brandenburg.
(Ps no joke I was and am still seriously baffled why there were reviews of people wanting his route like WHY
TORTURE YOURSELVES LIKE THIS? RUN! Most of the time I just wanted to kick him in the balls.)

-I was also surprised that Cyrus didn't repay the doctor for his services when he paid her a visit to deliver soil and seeds.
Maybe the developers forgot about it BUT I HADN'T. In real life I really remember my debts and sometimes even add
interest to repay the people for their help based on the fact that it came at the right time, Like, it was another choice
thing (tending to her while she was wek af) so I thought that it would have been another game plot for her to choose to
repay him or sth but that choice-making thing never came up. (Okay so this is a rant about why the devs made her so
OOC so it ain't exactly her fault)

-and for the love of god I am not sure if the devs were as idealistic as the player character they made. One of the other
reviews mentioned that they were upset about how it was black and white, that the players penalised for being helpful
and all but no honey, I might seem cruel to say this, but I actually related more to the practicalism of the other charaters.
You can't help people without being able to help yourself first. With the example of the man being forced to eat from
the ground, yes it is against human rights etc but no one with enough influence to make a change actually cares. So I felt
that the better, but much more cruel choice was to wait for the guy to leave and tail him until they were out of sight of
the HOUNDS and then, and only then, offer him the food you were given. It may seem cowardly, but she was supposed
to lay low damnit and doing so right in the open is making a statement that just puts a huge target on herself. To me, the
main objective was the man getting his food, screw the pride thing since no one can afford that with the HOUNDS
around.

And her feelings about the doctor not attempting to save Merlot and Rielith, when I chose the choice to reply him with
"you did the right thing", weren't something I could agree with. Yes it is heartless, but theoretically, if he were to use it
on them, it means that there will be lesser for others who could have been saved with his knowledge and supplies. To
deprive others of their fighting chance for someone the doctor himself deemed a lost cause felt more heartless to me,
especially since merlot and his mom weren't anyone special to the doctor himself. Of course, it is different if supplies
weren't an issue and if the doctor was already emotionally invested in them, but it wasn't. I wouldn't know, if I were the
doctor I would have tried to save them anyway, but I felt that the player character shouldn't have judged the doctor so
harshly. Yes, I am aware that her attachments to them can be used to justify her thoughts, but it felt more to me that it
should be more on the lines of:"I knew that resources were limited, but damn it I still resent/hate him for not trying. I
know that I would have done something regardless." instead of just thinking that he's a heartlesss bastard because dude
also saved her once right with no reward in sight, I don't think that's the actions of a truly heartless person.

And let's not get started on the incident with Glisseda and the woman who needed the damn pills. It just demonstrated to
me how sheltered she was that she could just so forthrightly ask the doctor to give out a precious resource everyone is
fighting over. yes, the woman is pitiful. but seriously, wtf can't you do it subtly? Instead of shouting it out for everyone
to hear that the man has goods on him. I wasn't surprised that he was assaulted later, I was more surprised that the player
character did not reflect more on this. She was just horrified that he was attacked, and Ines was all nah, it ain't your
fault, you weren't the attacker. BUT IT IS HER FAULT. She should have thought more about it later on and came up
with another solution, like giving the woman enough food to trade for her own pills for that one time. It felt unresolved
to me, and triggered this review(that was my latest scene, I directly saved it just to review here)
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Anyway, so far those were mostly my gripes with the MC. I regret renaming her with a name I cherish because she
drives me up a wall. Justice can be upheld, but why can't you see that justice has many forms too, Cyrus?!?! If you
wanna change the system, you gotta be first powerful enough to rebel it. I admire her spirit to stand up for the weak,
truly I do, but do not appreciate how she leaps without thinking about how it might affect those around her or even
herself. I admit, it is more grating because I used to be like her(leaping without thinking), and suffered all the more for
it, so it irritates me to see that trait unadressed. Maybe further down the storyline it might be, but I lost all the mood to
even continue this game at this point.. Love the translations!. ===[ \u2764 Audience: ]===
\u2610 Kids
\u2610 Everyone
\u2611 Casual players
\u2610 Pro players

===[ \u263c Graphics: ]===
\u2610 Potato
\u2610 Really bad
\u2610 Bad
\u2610 OK
\u2611 Good
\u2610 Beautiful
\u2610 Masterpiece

===[ $ Price\/quality: ]===
\u2611 Full price
\u2610 Wait for sale
\u2610 Average
\u2610 Refund it if you can
\u2610 Don't do it
\u2610 It's FREE

===[ Requirements: ]===
\u2610 90' PC
\u2610 Minimum
\u2610 Medium
\u2611 Fast
\u2610 High end
\u2610 NASA computer

===[ \u263c Difficulty: ]===
\u2610 You just need 2 arms
\u2610 Ez
\u2611 Easy to learn \/ Hard to master
\u2610 Hard (first few hours)
\u2610 Dark Souls

===[ \u06de Game time\/length ]===
\u2610 Really short ( 0 - 2 hours)
\u2610 Short ( 2 - 8 hours)
\u2610 Few hours ( 8 - 12 hours)
\u2611 Long ( 12+ hours)
\u2611 Endless

===[ \u266c Story] ===
\u2610 It doesn't have
\u2610 Still better than Twilight
\u2610 Average
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\u2610 Good
\u2611 Fantastic

===[ \u00a7 Bugs ]===
\u2610 Game itself is one big BUG
\u2610 Bugs destroying the game
\u2610 Lot of bugs
\u2611 Few Bugs
\u2610 You can use them for speed run
\u2610 Nothing

===[ \u2726 Others: ]===
Multiplayer: Yes
Single player: Yes. This game has evolved quite well over its numerous updates. The atmosphere is still gloomy and
dark. The game slowly unravels bits and pieces of contextual details about who you are and why you're there as you
explore and read various scrolls, letters, and books. The combat system favors quick usage of teleport to avoid taking
damage, and the locomotion options allow for point to move sliding style as well as a unique method called "Room
Extender".

I often found myself teleporting a safe distance away enemies to start drawing symbols in the air while pointing at them
with my staff. When I picked up the melee spell, I felt like combat suddenly became much easier than having to deal
with drawing symbols to deal damage. The need to deal ranged damage by drawing the rune for "Vis" seems to still come
handy, as there are times I cought enemies who were unaware of my presence. I'd send a quick flaming bolt at them to
get their attention.

The sense of scale is good, especially in sathriel where there is more open space to just roam around in, just to look at
the landscape or landmarks that you'll use to orient yourself during exploration, combat, and gaining strength by finding
new spells.. If you like casual puzzle games then you might like this, this is very similar to Bejeweled only not as good
IMO.
It uses the same principle, match the gems to destroy them etc and get the best score you can, there is a few different
game modes to play but nothing special and this isnt something that will keep you going for hours thats for sure, but it is
abit of fun none the less.

Overall, its ok for a few mins gameplay here n there but not the best puzzle game in the world, and personally i wouldnt
spend any money on it, opt for bejeweled instead.
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EDITED

I'm going to be frank and say this game is not perfect. It's far from it, and it really should be labelled as Early Access. Putting
this game on an arbitrary ten point scale, I'd score it around a 3. I originally gave this game a down vote, and I do strongly urge
potential buyers to do their own research and know what you're getting in to.

However, the concept alone is something fresh and is a breath of fresh air on Steam. The developer also keeps a close ear on the
forums and is taking the criticism and suggestions offered to heart. As long as the developer keeps putting in the effort to fix
things, they'll have my confidence.. If you buy this then you get a strange story that last about five or six hours, there are no
choices at all so it get really boring fast.I am still looking forward to the next one, tho hoping that there is eventualy at some
point going to be choices to make.Not a fan of kinect novels and that is the only reason i don't recommend this.I can also
confirm that the 18+ patch adds nothing to the story at all, it just adds three sexual scenes that you can watch from the main
menue.I would say its pointless to get the 18+ patch for this.. I enjoy this game and playing with both my online friends and my
group here at home. It's wonderful, and is pretty hard sometimes. That being said, lying is a basic trait of human beings, and
with this we can get through it, oh I just picked someone else's lie there..... Played it for an hour and had fun with it.
Had a couble of bullsh*t deaths but most were fair.
The speed is amazing and the steering works if you get the hang of it.
Although sometimes it doesn't register the turn as much, but I think that is because of the angled hill.

There are these birds which are hard to see and I have no idea how to effectively counter them.
One I can sometimes get to fly into a tree, but the second one always hits me right in the sensitive area.
It became a bit of a boss for me.

It is always the same map and you will notice repeating map pieces.
Which is a bit of a turn off.
If you get further you will encounter new map pieces though.

Had a couple of bugs.
After restarting a couple times I couldn't pick up the stick anymore and had to restart the game. Which only takes a couple of
seconds so it wasn't much of a hassle.
I also got stuck in the ground which made me slow. But jumping got me out of there.

All by all it is a fun fairly priced game.

What I would like to see added if the dev reads this:

Being able to lean your whole body instead of just tilting your head to steer
Jumping by actually doing a little hop instead of just the triggers
Hitting deer shouldn't punish you by slowing you down, if it is part of the score
Boosts, coins, big jumps and traps. Go balls to the wall with it.. I really like this game. It's quite challenging at least enough to
hold my interest but not too much as to frustrate me for long. I can't wait for the free form flight game to come in. That's going
to be great because the flying itself is quite fun. There just needs to be more of it. All in all I highly recommend this game to
everyone. It takes a little getting used to at first as you're kind of left ot your own devices on learning how to go about flying
well. But once you learn this aspect it's a great deal of fun.. This puzzle-adventure game has surprised me in a good way. Despite
some details to polish, the game is pretty amusing and the challenges makes you want to try once and again.
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